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JIT Warmup Background
Informally:

*Time taken for a JITted VM to reach peak performance*
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Why is Warmup Important?

- Warmup contributes to overall performance.
- Long warmup is bad for user-facing and short-lived programs.
- VM authors report peak performance.
The Back-Story
We have a hunch that warmup is longer than people expect.

We have some preliminary ideas to improve warmup.
Goal:

Measure how long modern JITs take to warm up.
The Warmup Experiment v1.0

- Microbenchmarks
- Reasonable number of repetitions.
  - 10 process executions.
  - 50 in-process iterations.
- Run on various VMs.
- Plot and report warmup time.
Weird Results

Many benchmarks don’t warm up under the classic model.
New goal:

Try to understand why we see “weird” results.
The Warmup Experiment v2.0
Microbenchmarks Revisited

- CFG determinism.
  - Each run takes same path through CFG.

- Checksums.
  - Ensures different languages do the same work.
  - Harder for VMs to optimise away whole benchmark.

Code for microbenchmarks:

https://github.com/softdevteam/warmup_experiment
Krun

Benchmark runner that aims to control sources of variation.

WRT: memory limits, I/O, system state, …

https://github.com/softdevteam/krun
VMs

- Graal-0.13
- HHVM-3.12.0
- JRuby/Truffle (recent git version)
- Hotspot-8u72b15
- LuaJit-2.0.4
- PyPy-4.0.1
- V8-4.9.385.21
- GCC-4.9.3 (not really a VM)

Same GCC across the board, minor VM patching.
Machines

- Linux-Debian8/i4790K, 24GiB RAM
- Linux-Debian8/i4790, 32GiB RAM
- OpenBSD-5.8/i4790, 32GiB RAM

- “Turbo boost” disabled.
- SSH blocked from non-local machines.
- Daemons disabled (e.g. cron, smtpd).
Run many more in-process iterations (2000).

Plot results and see if we see classic warmup now.
Richards, Graal, Linux1/i7-4790K, Process execution #3
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Vastly Inconsistent Process-executions

(same machine)
Vastly Inconsistent Process-executions

(Different machines. Bouncing ball pattern Linux-specific)
https://archive.org/download/softdev_warmup_experiment_artefacts/v0.2/

all_graphs.pdf  All plots in one huge PDF.
warmup_results*.json.bz2  Raw results.
Automated Analyses
Automated Analyses: Outlier Detection

Spectral Norm, PyPy, Linux1/i7-4790K, Process execution #1

Spectral Norm, PyPy, Linux1/i7-4790K, Process execution #2
Automated Analyses: Outlier Detection

outliers outside $5\sigma$ of rolling average
Automated Analyses: Outlier Detection

Recurring outliers

Spectral Norm, PyPy, Linux1/i7-4790K, Process execution #1

Spectral Norm, PyPy, Linux1/i7-4790K, Process execution #2

Unique outliers (0.05%)

Common outliers (0.40%)
Automated Analyses: Change-point Analysis

fannkuch_redux:Hotspot:default-java, run: 1
Automated Analyses: Change-point Analysis

binarytrees:PyPy:default–python, run: 1
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We can’t rely on the classical warmup model.
Future Work

- Extend automated analyses.
- More \{benchmarks, VMs, arches, OSs\}.
- Try to assign meaning to artefacts in plots.
  - E.g. is that spike at \(x = 78\) actually \{GC, compilation, \ldots\}.
- Memory consumption over time.
  - Correlation with iteration times?
- Look at hardware performance counters?
- What else?
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That’s a wrap. Thanks!
Krun Controls

Platform independent controls:

- Minimises I/O.
- Consistently limits heap and stack ulimits.
- Drops privileges to a fresh *krun* UNIX account.
- Automatically reboots the system prior to each proc. exec.
- Checks *dmesg* for changes after each proc. exec.
- Checks system is at same temperature for each proc. exec.
Linux controls. Krun checks:

- Intel P-state support is disabled in the kernel.
- The \texttt{performance} governor is used.
- The kernel is “tickless” (\texttt{NO_HZ_FULL_ALL}).
- The \texttt{perf} sample rate is lowest possible (1Hz).
- ASLR is disabled.

(Note: Linux ignores ulimits)
OpenBSD controls. Krun checks:
- Malloc flags are the least noise inducing.
- `apmd` is running in performance mode.

On OpenBSD:
- We can’t disable ASLR
- We can’t disable ticks.
- We can’t disable P-states in software.
- There is no kernel profiler (good for us).